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Abstract  
Crossing the divide: Music improvisation with a group of adolescent boys from  
communities fragmented by gang violence  
The Music Therapy Community Clinic (MTCC) is a non-profit organization  
which provides music therapy sessions to children and young people in  
disadvantaged communities in Cape Town, South Africa. We believe that music  
is a social resource, a way to heal and strengthen individuals and communities.  
Our vision is to use active-music making – based on clinical musical  
improvisation – to have an impact on the psycho-social fabric of the communities  
in which we work.   
  
This presentation focuses on music therapy work with a group of adolescent  
boys from two different cultural groups, brought together by their passion for  
music on the one hand, and their animosity towards each other on the other. The  
rivalry between the groups is based on assumptions and judgments passed on 
by  
the generations before them, which stems from South Africa’s Apartheid  
Government and its legislation of segregation and isolation. Furthermore, these  
young boys are growing up in communities where gangsterism has been part of  
its social structure for many generations. The territorial thinking that stems from  
a gang mentality, the notion of ‘us vs. them’, is not only playing itself out on the  
streets of these communities, but also in the classrooms and in the after-school  
music groups run by the MTCC.   
  
Music improvisation plays an essential role in this group’s music therapy  
process. For these young boys, improvisation provides a neutral platform, a  
space stripped of preconceived identities relating to culture, background or  
musicianship. It provides an experience of coming together as an interactive  
entity that overcomes individual issues.  
  
Biography  
Sunelle Fouché graduated from the University of Pretoria’s Masters in Music  
Therapy programme. After graduation she relocated to Cape Town where she  
worked as music therapist at a centre for babies with mental and physical  
disabilities and at the eating disorder unit of a private psychiatric clinic. In 2002,  
she and colleague Kerryn Torrance founded the Music Therapy Community  
Clinic (MTCC), a non-profit organisation aiming to offer music therapy services  
to underprivileged communities in Cape Town. Since 2007, she has served as the  
executive director of the Music Therapy Community Clinic. In 2008 she was  
appointed as the liaison for Africa on the council of the World Federation of  
Music Therapy.  
Website: www.music-therapy.org.za  



  
Wasanti Paranjape  
  
Abstract  
Khyal and North Indian Classical Music  
The emergence of Khyal, in the royal courts of 14th century Hindustan, marked  
an enormous shift in thinking and attitude in North Indian Classical Music, and  
at the same time facilitated important social changes. Before this time North  
Indian Classical music, which originated from the Hindu Saam Veda, was very  
strict and performers were required to adhere exactly to the music as passed  
down from guru to disciple. Although there had been some infusion of new  
ideas over the centuries from interaction with various other cultures such as  
Greek, Persio- Arabic, Turkic-Iranian, for the most part North Indian Classical  
Music retained its ancient heritage. There was no role for the exquisite and  
elaborate improvisation that characterizes Khyal, in the music of those times.  
Only one form of vocal music named Drupad permitted some minor  
improvisation: the compositions mostly consisted of several verses of lyrics and  
individual musicians were free to compose the melody. Also, a form of Muslim  
music, called “Quawwali,” had a role in the development of Khyal.   
  
At the time, Hindustan was divided into numerous kingdoms, some ruled by  
Muslim and some by Hindu rulers. With ongoing rivalry, fragile alliances and  
jockeying for power between the kingdoms, naturally there was some friction  
between the two religions, cultures and people. Patronage of artists, musicians,  
dancers and poets, by the rulers of Hindustan, was an enduring tradition.  
Accomplished young ladies, under the tutelage of master musicians would  
entertain the royal courts with music and dancing. This drew a strong interest in  
musical training from both Hindu and Muslim musicians. With the surge in  
popularity of music there was a natural movement toward experimentation with  
improvisation, and this was received with much enthusiasm by the audiences in  
the courts, who were keen for the new and unexpected. Over the next few  
centuries, Khyal gradually evolved into its present day grand improvisation that  
is free of form, unfettered by the underlying composition, and where the  
sophistication of the improvisation reveals the beauty of the raga and the  
virtuosity of the musician.  
  
Although the earliest introduction of Khyal is attributed to Muslim musicians, it  
was wholeheartedly embraced by Hindus and Muslims alike. The ensuing  
cooperation and collaboration by musicians from the two faiths was the impetus  
for gradual social change. Miya Tansen, who was a Hindu but converted to  
Islam, attended the court of the Mughal King Akbhar, and was thought to be the  
greatest artist that has ever been. His rendition of the Khyal in Raga Darbari-  
Kanada, a raga that he himself originated, is legendary. At the Delhi Darbar  
(court) of the 18th century the Mughal emperor Muhammad Shah, who ruled  
from 1720 -1748, the musicians Sadarang (Nyamat Khan, a direct descendant of  
Miya Tansen) and Adarang (Firoz Khan) composed many Khyals. In this way  
there was a mingling of Hindus and Muslims in their admiration of Khyal music  
and the Khyal musicians.   
  



Tensions between Muslims and Hindus peaked at the time of independence in  
1947, when the nations of India and Pakistan were formed. During this turbulent  
phase, Khyal musicians provided leadership by steadily continuing their art,  
without any distraction by the political situation. In particular, Ravi Shankar,  
Allarakha, Ali Akhbar Khan, resided together to collaborate with their music,  
while respecting each other’s religions and cultures. Such exemplary attitudes  
provided a role model for the general public, and laid down the necessary  
foundations for social change.  
  
Biography  
Wasanti Paranjape comes from a family with a tradition of generations of  
exceptional singers. She learned vocal music right from her childhood and went  
on to study music in her Matriculation, where she received the “Visharad” from  
the Ganharva Maha-Vidyalva, a famed Institution for Music in India. She  
completed her studies at the renowned Bhatkhande School of Music. Wasanti has  
been in Edmonton for forty-five years, giving private instruction in music. There,  
she performed bhajans regularly at traditional devotional functions. She taught  
Hindustani classical music in the Division of Ethnomusicology of the  
Department of Music at the University of Alberta and was named the director of  
the Indian Ensemble, which she initiated in 2001. She has authored two books  
with accompanying CDs on the art of Hindustani classical music. She has  
recently moved to Guelph and continues with her private lessons and regular  
performances.  
 
 
Gaelyn Aguilar  and Gustavo Aguilar  
  
Abstract  
“Ah, Raza! Making Ideas and Revelations Matter”  
What is the relationship of the ‘Self that improvises’ to the body politic? Can  
creative music making practices foster what José Limón would refer to as “an  
archaeology of subjugated knowledges and practices”? What if the essentially  
social and purposeful relationship between the Self and the Collective,  
engendered through improvisation, could also facilitate coherency between the  
Self and the Collective out in society writ large?   
  
In 1996, performer/composer, Gustavo Aguilar, experienced a moment of  
psychic disequilibrium that prompted him, ten years later, to create a work that  
addressed what it meant to identify himself as an American artist of Mexican  
descent. During that span of time, improvisation would become the critical  
means by which Aguilar would work out how to fluidly situate himself vis-à-vis  
the Other, and learn to listen for resonance in multiple sources of knowledge.   
  
Our paper aims to share with audience members both the conceptual and  
practical grounding of that work (Ah, Raza! The Making of an American Artist), and  
how it – and, by extension, improvisation – can create what Guillermo Gomez-  
Peña would characterize as “free zones for intercultural dialogue” while also  
opening frames for raising questions about the ways that we curate creativity. 
As  



performing artists, we have witnessed over the years a disturbing trend in the  
way culturally inflected ways of being have become marketing tools in the arts.  
How can we connect artists with the body politic in ways that do not end up  
incarcerating them in place and time by teaching them, sometimes implicitly and  
sometimes explicitly, that they must craft themselves and their art either to fit 
the  
contours of iconic images or to placate to the trends and agendas set by cultural  
policy makers? If “the self is always a subject-in-progress,” as Ajay Heble has  
pointed out with respect to what it is that improvisation can teach us, than how  
do we assure that this essential quality of improvisation is germane in the sphere  
of public policy?   
  
In conjunction with our paper presentation, we will perform Ah, Raza! The  
Making of an American Artist (a 45-minute, multi-media performative  
ethnography) as part of the Colloquium.   
  
Biographies  
Gaelyn Aguilar (PhD) is a cultural anthropologist whose work falls under the  
broad heading of performative anthropology, a dialogic area of interest that 
looks to performance both as the way in which people experience the quotidian  
aspects of their cultural universe, and the method by which the ethnographer  
produces knowledge about those experiences. Gaelyn has carried out fieldwork  
in Ventura, California, the Río Grande Valley of South Texas, Florina, Greece,  
and the Republic of Macedonia, where she spent the 2000-2001 academic year as  
a Fulbright Fellow conducting research on dance and the cultural politics of  
national identity. Her latest projects include Maravatío ReSounding (a site-specific,  
multi-media remapping of Maravatío, México), and Architecturalized Sound 
Events  
(a documentation of works and performances by sound installation innovators  
Maryanne Amacher, Liz Phillips, and Miya Masaoka at Brooklyn’s Issue Project  
Room). A recent recipient of a Theater for Development Fellowship to teach at  
the Guapamacátaro Art + Ecology Residency program in Michoacán, México,  
Gaelyn complements her identity with ongoing work as a live performing and  
studio-recording artist.  
  
Gustavo Aguilar (DMA) percussionist, composer, and improviser, has been  
honing his craft as a music artisan for almost two decades. His commitment to  
combining pre-composed (notated) and present-composed (improvised) musical  
elements has earned him the reputation as an "intuitive, methodical mystic." His  
music has been called "beautiful, introspective and passionate," "thought-  
provoking and thoroughly fresh." A champion of contemporary creative new  
music, Gustavo has performed at major festivals throughout the Americas,  
Europe, Asia, and the Pacific, and has worked closely with some of the most  
innovative creative artists of our time, including John Bergamo, Anthony  
Braxton, Nels Cline, Anthony Davis, Mark Dresser, Lisle Ellis, Vinny Golia,  
Charlie Haden, Earl Howard, Tim Hodgkinson, Kang Tae Hwan, Anne LeBaron,  
George Lewis, Mary Oliver, Park Jae Chun, J.D. Parran, and Wadada Leo Smith  
among others.   
Website: www.gustavoaguilar.com  



 


